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Lighting and Catwalk Information Sheet Part 1: Types of Lighting Fixtures and Vocabulary



Name of Fixture Source Four Ellipsoidal



Source Four Zoom



Picture



Number in Stock Gives you a clean white beam for unequaled imaging, crisp pattern projection, and a bright, even field. Lens tube options include 5º, 10º, 14º, 19º, 26º, 36º and 50º field angles. The Source Four is great for ultra-crisp, highcontrast gobo projections. Gel frames can be used to add color to the beam. Most used instrument to light the stage; can be used on the electric above the stage and in the catwalks. One fixture offers a variety of field angles. Technicians can focus with one hand and hold the ladder with the other. 5º, 10º, 14º, 19º, 26º, 36º, 50º, 70º and 90º field angles. Can be used on the electric above the stage and in the catwalks.



Source Four PARnel



Wave-lens design and easy focusing knob, the PARNel lets you quickly access a range of 25º-45º - a smooth, soft, symmetrical field that you can spot or flood as needed. Generally used for down lighting on electrics above the stage.



Fresnel



Offers controlled blending washlight and soft beam. Adjust the fixture from spot to flood. Generally used for down lighting on electrics above the stage.



RevolutionIntelligent Lighting



“Intellegent Lighting” Motorized panning ability. 24-frame capacity gel scroller. Gobo scroller also available.



Altman Cyc Light



Used to Light the Cyclorama. Usually gelled with Red, Green, and Blue. Can blend these colors to make nice effects on cyc.



Follow Spots



Spotlights create a focused light on specific elements on stage.



Vocabulary Batten- the pipe from which an instrument hangs. C-clamp- the curved piece of metal on which an instrument hangs from its batten. Circuit- the places where you can plug in an instrument. Channel- the sliders on the lighting board to bring up the intensity of a dimmer. Dimmer- the electronics that control (as instructed by its channel) how much electricity goes to a circuit. Gel- the colored plastic used to tint light (goes in a gel frame within the light's gel frame holder). Gobo- a stencil of thin metal placed in an Ellipsoidal to cast its pattern on the stage. Instrument- the whole stage light. Lamp- the bulb (500, 750, and 1000 watts are typical); Identified by a 3-letter code (e.g. FEL). Pigtail- the cord that is part ofthe instrument. Safety chain- airplane cable with clasp, looped around yoke and batten. Stage pin plug- the plug shaped like a rectangular box with three pins sticking out. Yoke- the U-shaped metal from which the instrument hangs, to which the C-clamp attaches.



Circuits



Part 2: Inspecting the Instruments Inspect each instrument, as it is being hung and focused, to determine if the equipment is both mechanically and electrically safe to use. Potential problems with extremely dangerous consequences include the following: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Cracked C-clamps Stripped or missing bolts Cracked or broken lenses Missing safety cables Loose wires or fiberglass insulating sleeve Exposed electrical conductors Rattling parts-Remove from service equipment found to be faulty, and label it, "DANGEROUS, DO NOT USE,"-and provide a brief explanation of the problem. 8. Immediately notify the adult Technical Director or the adult Director of any problems. Part 3: Hanging, Focusing, and Adjusting Instruments Every instrument should be equipped with its own safety cable. This cable should remain in place whenever making adjustments to the instrument. If the instrument needs to be moved- work with a partner. One person should have a firm grasp of instrument, and then the other person can remove the safety cable. Once the instrument is in its new location, the safety cable should be immediately put back into place. When hanging instruments for use, clamp them tightly with a wrench. Mount a safety cable immediately after the instrument is clamped in place. Lighting Accessories- Exercise great care when using a color frame, pattern holder, barn door, or snoot with an instrument. Check to ensure that these items are correctly installed and cannot accidentally slip out of the instrument. Downlights, or instruments that are nearly perpendicular to the stage, are particularly at risk. Keep lens barrels of ellipsoidals and lens doors of fresnels tightly secured. Fire Prevention- Hang instruments with careful consideration given to fire hazards. Do not focus instruments directly into cables or other equipment. Place instruments so as not to create hazard when a curtain is drawn at a later time. Instruments should be hung in such a manner that the lens end of the instrument has at least 48" (4 feet) of clearance and the sides and back have at least 18" ( 1 and ½ feet) of clearance. Under NO circumstances should stage lighting be left unattended! Electrical Capacity- Always be aware of the amperage of the different electrical components being used and the wattages of the instruments. Have a thorough understanding of Ohm's law as it applies to the power formula in order to prevent overloading electrical equipment (see explanation at the end of this section). Theatrical lighting receptacle in a Montgomery County Public School theater is 20. There is usually only one receptacle per circuit. On occasion, there will be two. This number may be increased by the use of twofers, bearing in mind the total amp capacity of the circuit. There always will be only one circuit per receptacle; this number cannot change. Plugging in Equipment- When plugging an instrument into a circuit, make sure that the power to that circuit is OFF. Thermal Protection- Since lighting instruments operate at very high temperatures and can cause serious bums, wear leather gloves while focusing, and EXERCISE EXTREME CAUTION to protect other exposed skin from accidental bums.



Lamp Replacement- When an instrument requires a lamp replacement, take the following steps in the order listed. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



7. 8. 9.



Turn off power. Unplug instrument. Allow lamp to cool. Remove old lamp using gloves, since the lamp may still be warm. The glass envelope might break, or the lamp might still be good-if malfunction is due to some other cause. Check lamp type to be sure that the replacement is of proper wattage, base type, and light center length (LCL). Use clean cotton or plastic gloves to install new lamp. Do not touch glass envelope with bare hands, since natural skin oils will destroy the quartz glass. If the glass is touched accidentally, wash it off immediately with alcohol and allow it to air dry. Make sure the lamp is securely seated, and the lamp housing is properly closed. Replug the instrument into the circuit. Use dimmer to slowly energize the circuit.



Securing Overhead Electrical Cables- When cables are mounted overhead or above the stage, secure them properly to keep them from falling. Cord, jute, cotton or tie lines, gaffers tape, or duct tape are acceptable means of attaching cable to battens. Do not use masking tape. Securing Electrical Floor Cables- In order to prevent a tripping hazard, avoid placing cables on the floor if at all possible. If it is absolutely necessary to do this, choose locations that have the least impact on foot traffic, such as the bases of walls, or under platforms and risers. When placing the cables, clean the floor of loose dust and debris first, then arrange cables flat on the floor in a smooth, neat manner and tape down securely with gaffers or duct tape to keep them in place. In areas where scenery pieces or numerous performers must cross, cover the cables with a protective wood curb and gutter, or with a commercially available rubber cable cover such as Flex-I- Duct. Electrical Cable Storage- Properly stored cables that are not being used should be coiled neatly and individually, tied or taped, and placed in a location that will protect them from physical abuse-such as being walked on, having scenery stored on them, or having any contact with moisture. Instrument Storage- Store lighting instruments carefully, to prevent damage. Gently coil the electrical lead to prevent the plug from getting caught and pulled. Push lens barrels and shutters fully into the instrument and tighten yoke bolts. Store instruments clamped to a storage pipe, if possible. If space does not allow storage of instruments clamped to a storage pipe, place lens end down on a clean surface out of the way of other activity. Instruments stored on the catwalk must be secured with a safety cable to keep them from falling. Lighting Special Effects- Strobe lights and fog may be used only if a sign has been placed at the entrance to the theater alerting the audience to their use. Part : Light Board and Booth Do not allow eating or drinking in the control booth. Accidental spills have ruined lighting control boards. Learn how to save show files and save work often. When the control board is not in use, it must be turned OFF and its protective cover must be in place.



Part 3: Safety in the Catwalk Certification- The drama director for the school must certify all students working on the catwalk for access. Certification requires parental permission, prior training, supervised experience in the theater, and passing a skills test. Supervision- The technical director must be on the catwalk with student technicians at all times, and an adult observer must be located in proximity. Security- Keep the door(s) to the catwalk area closed and locked when the catwalk is not in use. "Drop Hazard" Prevention- Empty pockets of all loose items prior to beginning work on the catwalk. Use of Tools- Attach all tools to your body or the building structure with safety tie lines to prevent accidental dropping. Storage- Carefully store supplies and materials pertaining to catwalk operations to prevent injury to technicians on the catwalk or to anyone below. Projectiles- Do not throw or drop any items from the catwalk. Hoisting Equipment- Use a sturdy rope to raise and lower lighting instruments to the catwalk. Smaller lightweight items should be carried up by the technician, or use a plastic bucket attached to the hoist rope. Do not allow anyone to stand beneath items being raised or lowered. Housekeeping- Give special attention to housekeeping--do not allow food or drink on the catwalk. Safety Cables- Attach all lighting instruments, including those not ·in use, to the catwalk by safety cables. Safety cables are of critical importance for lighting instruments hung above the heads of members of the audience. Always check to make sure safety cables/safety chains are properly secured. Unauthorized Storage- Do not store any items in the catwalk area that do not pertain to catwalk operations. Do not store any combustible items in the catwalk area. Unauthorized Access- Do not leave the area of the catwalk to crawl along the roof trusses or to walk out on the ceiling for any reason. Greatest Safety Risks- Falling, Dropping something on someone below, going out onto the "ceiling" just beyond the catwalk, and crashing through onto the seats below Troubleshooting- Don't reach beyond your grasp, always use safety chains for every instrument hung. Attach safety chains before securing or adjusting the instrument. Use both hands on ladders and steps leading to the catwalk. Only go onto catwalk if you are completely comfortable in the space.
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